The complex urban freight puzzle

I. Introduction

Urban mobility and logistics are critical issues in Latin America and the Caribbean and if fundamental changes in policies and behaviour and customs of society will not occur, energy consumption and emissions of greenhouse gases, as well as other negative externalities will put the liveability of cities and metropolitan areas in Latin America at a considerable risk.

In this context there is an urgent need for sustainable and integrated public policies, which, in the context of urban mobility, will promote sustainable mobility concepts based on a differentiated use of transport services, strengthening of public transport, active transport modes (cycling and walking) and restricting the expansion of the use of individual motorized transport in the cities in Latin America.

Indeed, the cargo cycle is not a new thing, it is deeply imbedded in the society, basically, in the lower income segments, and it makes up a vital part of the informal sector of the society. Nevertheless, although there are hurdles to overcome, many believe that the cargo bike could be a viable solution for tackling some of the problems related to contemporary urban transport. From a technical point of view the concept is already feasible, however, since it has never really been considered, the norms or rules regarding the concept are not clear.

Although subject to substantial regional and national differences, more than half of the world population (54%) reside in urban agglomerations today, a share that is estimated to reach 66% by 2030. Currently, the most urbanised regions are North America, Latin America, and Europe (UNHABITAT, 2012).

In Latin America 80% of the population was already living in urban areas in 2014. By 2050 this share is estimated to reach 86%. Bogotá (Colombia) and Lima (Peru) are expected to grow beyond the 10 million mark by 2030, joining Buenos Aires, Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paolo (UNHABITAT, 2012). See figure 1.
In light of this, it is imperative to acknowledge the threats accompanied to this rapid growth which, unless properly addressed, may compromise the sustainable development of our cities (ibid.). Thus, challenges related to sustainable development will be very significant in these areas, and consequently, new innovative ideas, adequate policy measures and integrated policies are urgently needed if wanting to shape the sustainable future of the urban habitat.

In Latin America in particular, car ownership has throughout history to a great extent been restricted to a narrow part of the population (Millard-Ball & Schipper, 2011; UNHABITAT, 2013). In recent decades, however, in conjunction with economic growth, the surge of a new middle class has augmented the motorisation of the urban conglomerates (UNHABITAT, 2013). In many developed countries the market of motorized vehicles countries has reached saturation (Millard-Ball & Schipper, 2011). This level is regarded as the actual saturation level of motorised traffic. European cities, in e.g. Germany, England and France, have all gone through the stage of heavy motorization and subsequently experienced the negative impacts of excessive urban motorisation. As a result, alternative freight and transportation modes have recently been on the upswing (DG-MOVE, 2012). Nevertheless, Latin-America is still at distance in comparison to its western counterparts when it comes to car ownership. According to some estimations, in Colombia, Chile and Argentina, the respective shares are at around 131, 201, and 148 cars per 1000 inhabitants, respectively, and consequently, car ownership is far of the expected saturation limit of 500 cars per 1000 inhabitants (BBVA, 2012; Millard-Ball & Schipper, 2011).

In the next section this FAL discusses the relevance of urban freight transport and the last mile logistics challenges. Section III presents European experiences in using cargo cycles in urban logistics strategies. Section IV presents the possibilities and challenges to promote and develop cargo cycle logistics in Bogotá. Section V derives policy recommendations to strengthen the diversity of urban logistics.

## The importance to acknowledge urban freight transport

Rapidly paced urbanisation and high population growth create continuous pressure on the urban landscape where complex demand patterns in metropolitan areas drive increased urban freight movements (UNHABITAT, 2013). As a result, the urban environment is confronted with numerous negative externalities, foremost those associated with traffic accidents, congestion, local air pollution and noise, which consequently calls for the development of alternative methods that deal with these issues. Urban air pollution is a growing concern world-wide. Particular matter (PM10-2.5), mostly black carbon, is a great health concern in our cities today and it is estimated that in 2012 over 7 million people, or one out of eight, died from indoor and outdoor air pollution (UNDP, 2014).

An efficient urban freight system is an essential prerequisite for an urban region to develop in a sustainable manner and to remain competitive (UNHABITAT, 2013). Population density offers additional challenges to urban development, this since it correlates closely to the patterns of urban goods transport. Quite a paradox, however, although high density levels often are campaigned as an objective of sustainable development, if not tending to the complexities it derives, high urban density poses challenges in the form of congestion and unsustainable urban development. Nevertheless, high urban density is regarded as an opportunity for urban logistics, especially for implementing urban logistics platforms and if the urban landscape is characterised by small outlets and nano-stores, a peculiarity often attributed to developing world cities. It produces opportunities to consolidate urban freight movement and to introduce alternative modes of transportation, especially so in the last part of the supply chain; the last mile.

Urban freight contributes to a large share of the negative externalities faced in urban areas today. Urban mobility accounts for between 20 and 40% of the overall CO2 emissions and approximately up to 70% of other pollutants derived from transport, related to urban areas. See figure 2.

In cities in developing economies more than 50% of all city road traffic can be attributed to commercial freight movement (Herzog, 2010). On a global scale, the majority of the urban freight fleet is old and a large part of truck capacity remains underutilised. Thus the use of motorised vehicles in urban freight transport is neither efficient nor
sustainable, and apart from emissions and congestion generates high levels of nuisance (UNHABITAT, 2013; Savy, 2012; Dablanc, 2008). Recent increases in urban cargo movement come partly as a result of rapid economic growth and are further exacerbating traffic congestion and thus, are an immense threat to human welfare and sustainable urban development (UNHABITAT, 2012; Jirón, 2013). Given that urban freight flows are principally characterised by small and frequent deliveries, there is even a greater need for a well-articulated and efficient urban logistics system.

The term “last mile” refers to a narrow sequence of the supply chain which involves the last leg of delivery. It is the most costly and complex part of the supply chain, and it is estimated that up to one-third of all transportation costs in the supply chain is attributed to this critical last part (Cherrett et al., 2012; UNHABITAT, 2013; Macharis & Melo, 2011). The last mile has only recently captured the attention of urban policy-makers who, as a result, have increased their commitment and willingness to engage with urban-related freight transport issues (Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 2013). Nevertheless, freight transport, and more so sustainable urban freight transport, is still in an infant stage and no consensus exists about the required policy measures. Well-managed city logistics can contribute to creating a more efficient and environmental-friendly urban freight system and thus play a crucial role for balancing the economic growth of cities with social and environmental externalities (Taniguchi & Thompson, 2015). Since urban freight transport is not only essential for economic growth but also for improving the local environment in metropolitan areas, there is a pressure to develop a more sustainable urban logistics system, and hence, also addressing the most critical and costly part of the supply chain (Taniguchi & Thompson, 2015; Russo & Comi, 2012). Although the negative externalities of urban freight are relatively well comprehended (Allen & Brown, 2012), the integral role of policy-makers has been largely neglected, especially in developing economies. Lesson drawing between cities and dissemination of best practices is not well understood, and the inclusion of developing world cities in this equation is almost non-existing (Ibid.).

B. Contrasting urban landscape in developing cities

When forecasting future urban growth, there is no doubt that the chief part is attributed to developing world cities; and it is projected that of the top 25 largest cities in the world by 2025, only four will be found in what is currently referred to as the developed countries. Not only rapid growth, accelerating population density and infrastructure gap, but most prominently also the complex commercial landscape of developing world cities, are crucial to consider. By 2025 it is estimated that 1 billion new consumers will be found in emerging market cities (or 60% of the new urban consumers), and in conjunction with that urbanisation has grown faster than logistics policies are being developed and implemented. Furthermore, urban logistics is largely context dependent. In many developing markets, modern channels of distribution are only poorly developed, or even non-existing, and instead, traditional channels are overrepresented. In these cases, “one store-one owner” is a valid way to describe the complex web of informal and traditional channels, where so called nano-stores make up a large share of the urban commercial activity.

A. The last-mile challenge

During the 1960s and 1970s, research concerning urban freight movement was relatively abundant, especially so in some parts of the developed countries and Latin America, where, inter alia, truck traffic management were of interest (Ogden, 1992). In the following decades, however, these aspects lost magnitude to issues of, urban passenger transport (Taniguchi & Thompson, 2015). While urban freight transport has received more attention from policy makers and scholars alike, especially in the developed countries, data are still scarce. Freight transport is largely context dependent, and requires a holistic and comprehensive understanding of the diverse urban freight logistics activities.

Due to growing concerns regarding economic activity and negative external effects combined with the demographic conditions faced in urban areas, the concept of sustainable urban logistics has recently started to receive more attention by policy-makers (Taniguchi & Thompson, 2015; Russo & Comi, 2012). Although the negative externalities of urban freight are relatively well comprehended (Allen & Brown, 2012), the integral role of policy-makers has been largely neglected, especially in developing economies. Lesson drawing between cities and dissemination of best practices is not well understood, and the inclusion of developing world cities in this equation is almost non-existing (Ibid.).

Figure 2
SHARE OF EMISSIONS, ENERGY USE AND VEHICLE KILOMETRE OF TRAVEL OF URBAN GOODS TRANSPORT IN URBAN TRAFFIC
(Percentages of urban traffic)

| Source | Dablanc (2008); Herzog (2010). |
| Note | In urban areas, urban goods transport account for (heavy goods vehicles included): |
| | - 18 per cent of vehicle kilometre of travel (VKT) |
| | - 31 per cent of energy use |
| | - 31 per cent of CO₂ emissions |
| | - 70 per cent of other pollutants (NOₓ, SOₓ and particular emissions etc.) |

Due to growing concerns regarding economic activity and negative external effects combined with the demographic conditions faced in urban areas, the concept of sustainable urban logistics has recently started to receive more attention by policy-makers (Taniguchi & Thompson, 2015; Cherrett et al., 2012).

B. Contrasting urban landscape in developing cities

When forecasting future urban growth, there is no doubt that the chief part is attributed to developing world cities; and it is projected that of the top 25 largest cities in the world by 2025, only four will be found in what is currently referred to as the developed countries. Not only rapid growth, accelerating population density and infrastructure gap, but most prominently also the complex commercial landscape of developing world cities, are crucial to consider. By 2025 it is estimated that 1 billion new consumers will be found in emerging market cities (or 60% of the new urban consumers), and in conjunction with that urbanisation has grown faster than logistics policies are being developed and implemented. Furthermore, urban logistics is largely context dependent. In many developing markets, modern channels of distribution are only poorly developed, or even non-existing, and instead, traditional channels are overrepresented. In these cases, “one store-one owner” is a valid way to describe the complex web of informal and traditional channels, where so called nano-stores make up a large share of the urban commercial activity.
The number of nano-stores is huge; e.g. in Mexico City, Coca-Cola supplies about 1.2 million points of sales, and Unilever must deliver ice-cream to over 10,000 freezers (Blanco & Fransoo, 2013). In Bogotá, there might be as many as 140,000 nano-stores (Jallow & Johansson, 2015), and in this context, Colombiana (a Colombia beverage company), have distribution routes comprising over 100 stops per day in Bogotá (Blanco & Fransoo, 2013). By 2025, at least 10 million of these nano-stores will be located in the 600 largest cities in the world (Ibid.). This illustrates the challenges related to last-mile delivery in an organised, structured, and sustainable manner when the urban logistics landscape is largely scattered and subject to informality. At the same time this is accompanied and contrasted by a rapid expansion of supermarkets of different sizes, with strict distribution logistics.

III. European experiences and initiatives

In Western Europe, road transport is responsible for roughly 40% of carbon dioxide emissions (CIVITAS, 2013), and although European policy-makers have sought to address these challenges in support of “greener” means of transport, the concept of sustainable urban logistics has largely been neglected (CIVITAS, 2013; Taniguchi & Thompson, 2015). In many developing countries, vehicle kilometre of travel (VKT) has either stagnated or turned negative (Taniguchi & Thompson, 2015), and the motorised vehicle markets are also saturated in many parts of the developed world (Millard-Ball & Schipper, 2011). Consequently, in light of increased environmental and social externalities triggered by decades of heavy motorisation, many cities in Europe are to a large extent “obliged” to move towards alternative methods with lower negative impact on the local environment. This has led to a burgeoning number of EU-funded initiatives (e.g. BESTUFS, CIVITAS, IMPACTS and TURBLOG) that not only deal with the environmental issues related to freight transport throughout European cities, but also engage in the accumulation and dissemination of knowledge and best practices derived thereof. Some of these projects also accumulate and disseminate best practice in the field of sustainable urban freight solutions on the inter-continental level. For example, the IMPACTS and the TURBLOG-initiative stand out due to their global focus aimed at extending the research and knowledge dissemination, not only within Europe, but also from Europe to Latin America (IMPACTS, 2015; TURBLOG, 2015). Many of these initiatives have started to target non-motorised modes of transport, where one example that has gained much ground in Europe in recent years is cycle logistics.

A. Cargo cycles and their role in European last-mile logistics

Taking into consideration the need for developing novel methods of reducing motorised transportation in the urban environment, with particular reference to inner-city areas, a concept termed “cycle freight” has emerged as a promising and a potentially viable alternative to the use of motorised vehicles (Lenz & Riehle, 2013). The low load-carrying capacity of standard bicycles (< 25 kg) renders a very limited scope of applicability, something which has ignited a new interest in more refined freight cycles or “cargo bikes”, constructed and designed for the specific purpose of transporting loads larger than that of the regular bike (50-500 kg). With the additional handling capacity, a significantly broader avenue of tasks and possibilities opens up for freight cycles. In this regard, cargo bikes can cater to the increasing demand of sustainable urban point-to-point freight delivery. From this, there are legitimate hopes that freight cycles could provide policy-makers and businesses alike with one more green, cost-effective, and competitive alternative to the current over-reliance on motorised vehicles (Ibid.).

Europe lies in the forefront in the development of cargo cycles as a last mile solution and many public and private initiatives have surged in recent years (although in many cases publicly funded). Ranging from local freight forwarders to global players, these have all realised that introducing cargo cycles as a last mile solution will not only relieve congestion in city centres, but actually also leads to real, tangible cost savings. Since a large share of the delivery costs are found in the last mile of the chain, the cargo bike does not only increase efficiency, but leads to actual cost savings for companies. Based on publicly available information, pilot studies on cycle freight have been conducted by a handful of private companies. This section describes private and public initiatives which have mainly sought to examine the general applicability of the concept and whether or not it is a viable option for their respective organisation.
1. Private initiatives

United Parcel Service (UPS) performed a small-scale pilot, employing a total of six cycles in a total of five German cities, including Bochum, Cologne, Hamburg, Bremen and Hannover between 2010 and 2012. The overarching objective was to evaluate the potential of using freight cycles in densely populated parts of the cities or in areas otherwise inaccessible to larger conventional vehicles. In other words, the intention of UPS was not to replace their motorised vehicles, but merely to use the cargo bikes as a complement to their existing operational fleet. Throughout the duration of the pilot testing, the freight cycles collected parcels from motorised delivery vehicles, serving as mobile depots. UPS reported that one major advantage of incorporating cargo bikes into their distribution system, compared to more unwieldy means of transport, came through bypassing the need for repeatedly looking for parking spots. Additionally, higher utilisation rates did also come as a result of the possibility to distribute parcels for onward delivery via the mobile depots.

Moreover, Dynamic Parcel Distribution (DPD) initiated a pilot testing in Hamburg, Germany, in 2011, to assess the prospects of using cargo tricycles for their inner-city distribution operations. The principal aim of the project was to evaluate the necessary preconditions for an efficient applicability of cargo cycles, as well as to determine the benefits and costs. The logistical setup of the project involved a delivery area with a high spatial drop-off density coupled with a low drop-off factor, meaning that the points of discharge were located in proximity to each other but a lesser amount of parcels were to be dropped off at each discharge point. One of the core outcomes of the testing was that DPD managed to identify the availability of storage facilities in the inner city as a crucial precondition for the successful implementation of cargo cycles. The advantage of the centrally located storage facilities comes as a result of the freight cycles only having to travel a short distance to pick up new packages close to their area of use, following a drop-off. Another benefit which the company found was that, with the cargo cycles, the routes could be shortened and streamlined/optimised due to the greater flexibility permitted by the cycle and it being able to overcome non-vehicular accessibility (e.g. passing through narrow one-way streets in the opposite direction). DPD further noted that being able to park on the sidewalks conferred a major advantage as opposed to carrying out the parcel distribution using a light goods vehicle. All in all, the lesson drawn from the pilot project was that substantial cost benefits could be realised by using freight cycles in city-centre distribution of light goods. The company further concluded that its riders as well as its customers reported a positive perception towards the use of cargo cycles (Riehle, 2012).

DHL is one of the few companies, and perhaps the only global player in the freight business, that has developed the use of cargo bikes beyond the pilot project level. In line with the company’s green targets of CO₂ emissions, DHL Express set out to become a greener and more cost efficient company. Initially, the concept was only rolled out in the Netherlands (e.g. Amsterdam, Rotterdam, den Haag and Utrecht); however, after witnessing its success, the concept was further replicated throughout Europe (Germany, Belgium, Greece, Austria, the UK and Italy). As of today, cargo bikes make up about 10% of the DHL Express’ vehicle fleet in the Netherlands, which is regarded as the saturation level in that particular city (Jallow & Johansson, 2015). DHL has been rather successful with this new innovative initiative and could be argued to be a forerunner in the European context when it comes to replicating the cargo bike concept in a larger scale. Today, the DHL Group operates over 11,000 environmentally friendly vehicles, in addition to its fleet of over 26,000 bike, out of which 9,000 are electric bikes or trikes. In April 2015, DHL announced the introduction of its new so called Cubicycle to its urban distribution in the Netherlands (see second picture in this Bulletin). The Cubicycle is a “quadracycle” where the container is removable and holds a volume of one cubic metre. The dimensions are the same as for a standard shipping pallet (80×120×100cm) which have facilitated the integration to DHL’s standardized shipping handling processes. On an average route it is loaded with approximately 125 kg (DHL, 2015).

Furthermore, Gnewt Cargo, a London-based delivery company that specialises in last-mile solutions, has made room for freight cycles in their operations. The cycles operate within the “Congestion Charge Zone” which is imposed on the city’s most central areas during weekdays. To reload the freight cycles, mobile depots are used which, in turn, collect the cargo at secondary hubs located outside the designated zone. Put differently, this means that cargo cycles, complemented by electrically driven trucks, are responsible for the last mile of the supply chain. Based on the Gnewt Cargo account, Leonardi et al. (2010) estimated that the company managed to curb its CO₂ emissions by almost two-thirds as well as cutting the distance travelled per parcel delivered by more than half (Leonardi et al., 2010).

2. Public initiatives

Until today, only very public sector-backed initiatives on the use of cargo cycles exist at national level. Individual projects are appearing, mainly in the field of electrical mobility. One such example was the “I replace a car”-project (German: “Ich ersetze ein Auto”) which commenced in April 2012 and ran until June 2014.
The findings of the project led to a better understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of introducing freight cycles for last-mile distribution. The benefits and the limitations appeared to be a combination of operational, “human”, environmental, and urban factors. The most emphasised factors were the attitudes and perception towards cycle freight in general, but scepticism from clients was also highlighted as a major challenge. Insights from consultations with experts within the field led to the conclusion that the situation can be overcome by means of strategic campaigning.

B. Lessons learned and transferability

One general conclusion that may be drawn based on the hitherto publicly released results, is that the practice of using cycles to distribute goods in urban centres has at large been well-received, particularly when introduced in tandem with market and/or cost incentives. In the majority of experiences considered here, freight cycles as a support component in a larger system typified by the prevalence of motorised vehicles. Because of the freight cycle’s performance constraints (i.e. maximum payload and operating range), in most cases its implementation besides the investment in the equipment and bikes, had to be undertaken in conjunction with investments in specific logistics infrastructure, most notably centrally located storage facilities. However, this was not a critical concern in those projects where operations were carried out within a short distance to the main depot. There is still a long way to go, however, cargo bikes have proven to be a viable solution to urban freight delivery throughout many European cities. The market is growing rapidly, however the awareness, perception, and thus, subsequent acceptance of the concept is crucial for successful proliferation.

The cargo cycle has much potential to be replicated in other cities, not only in Europe, but also in Latin America and the Caribbean. The concept is not a contemporary phenomenon, but rather an important piece of the traditional urban landscape in many developing city contexts. The lessons learned from the European settings are manifold, and there is much hope that it can be also successful in contexts largely divergent from that of e.g. Amsterdam or Berlin. In Latin America cities face the before mentioned challenges from fast urban growth, high population density, complex urban commercial landscapes, high level of informality, large income disparities, and a lack of knowledge and policy interventions in urban freight all complicate the urban puzzle in the developing world. Nevertheless, if addressed

1 The results are based on 17 expert interviews in Europe and Colombia undertaken 2015 (Jallow & Johansson, 2015).
adequately, the cargo cycle could proliferate even in such heterogeneous settings. Actually, it is not the concept per se, but the actual logistical “masterminding”, technical know-how and expertise within the field of last-mile logistics that could be disseminated to cities in Latin America. Motorisation levels are still quite low in many cities throughout the continent, and combined with the aforementioned particularities, as well as the lesser road space per km² found in these urban conglomerates, various obstacles lie ahead of municipal governments when designing urban mobility policies.

Since the last-mile is a costly and complex part for private entities, and since urban freight transport generates severe negative externalities to the urban habitats, it is paramount that city-to-city lesson drawing can flourish, so that cities in the region can leap-frog the European urban freight development, and omit committing the same costly mistakes as the developed world. Indeed, new innovative ideas and solutions as the cargo bikes are a good way to start solving the urban logistics puzzle, where urban polices must not only takes this type of mobility into consideration, but should proactively promote and give incentives for modernisation of this traditional form of freight mobility in order to ensure its development and coexistence besides other modes. In the following section a case study from the Colombian capital Bogotá is presented, elaborating on the challenges and possibilities of cargo bike proliferation, and thus serving as a valid point of departure for many urban conglomerates in the region.

IV. The acute need for new innovative urban freight initiatives: a story from Bogotá

Embraced by a mountain range 2,600 meters above sea-level, Bogotá has during the last 15 years experienced what is often regarded as the greatest urban and cultural transformation of the last decades. Being a city with a history of poor infrastructure and with significant security and safety problems, Bogotá only recently embarked on a journey to convert towards a more sustainable and liveable city. Despite progress in many areas, the aspect of urban freight transport and logistics in general, has largely been neglected. In Bogotá the human resources in the public sector to address these challenges are very limited. As in many other dense urban areas in LAC, the informal sector is still prominent. Bogotá is also a city with high population density, close to 15,000 people per square meter, which, in combination with inadequate and insufficient infrastructure, leads to high levels of congestion that negatively affect accessibility, mobility and livelihood in the city. Further, income disparities are huge, more than half of the urban population belongs to the lower income strata, and an additional 40 percent to the lower-middle income segment and only a timid share make part of the upper strata. Conjointly, these factors create unique conditions for urban freight.

A. Complex urban logistics

In Bogotá, as in many cities in the region nano-stores and small outlets coexist with structured and modern retail outlets. It is estimated that a nano-store can receive over 30 deliveries per week, which complicates the urban freight puzzle. In Bogotá, around 17,000 freight trucks enter the city of every day, a city where the freight movement landscape differs vastly from that of Europe. What complicates the situation is the underdeveloped logistics system in the country, where Bogotá serves as a huge consolidation hub for all freight within the country, independent of origin or destination (Jallow & Johansson, 2015). In consequence, there might be as many as 140,000 nano-stores and over 100,000 distribution locations in the metropolitan area, a characteristic that normally would favour the use of small vehicles (Ibid.). Motorised vehicles are responsible for a large share of the urban distribution, operating at poor utilisation rates, rendering high logistics and operational costs for transport service providers. At the same time these vehicles are constantly competing for public space with the other transport options. Much of urban logistics in Bogotá is characterised by informality and “single owner - single store-issues” and many of the strategies promoted by the Secretary of Mobility in Bogotá have failed, especially the ones promoting night-deliveries. Despite the existence of policy-plans targeting logistics in general, and cargo movement in particular, no effort has been devoted to urban cargo movement on the local level, and the regulations regarding restrictions on freight transport are limited. Until recently, urban logistics has almost exclusively been a concern of private enterprises, and, no majority based consensus exists within the local logistics industry in relation to create logistics platforms and centres. Thus, although some large firms do have distribution plans, cargo movement in Bogotá is of very complex character. Furthermore, much of the freight activity is carried out using non-conventional cargo vehicles (e.g. freight trucks), such as motorcycles, cargo-motorcycles, cars, taxis, and cargo bikes (Jallow & Johansson, 2015).

Today there are some urban consolidation centres (UCCs) in Bogotá, however, they are not serving in the public interest since they are all established and operated by private firms. These firms locate the UCCs where it best suits them and subsequently also take charge of the administration.

2 The results are based on 17 expert interviews in Europe and Colombia undertaken 2015 (Jallow & Johansson, 2015).
Although a public policy has been formulated to addresses the development of UCCs, the implementation of this policy is yet to happen, and until then the private firms will continue to operate along the same lines, using distribution vehicles of their preferred choice. According to the Secretary of Mobility in Bogotá, the rationale behind this development is that no clear articulation or interaction exists between the public and private sector.

Important is, however, that the city of Bogotá is currently initiating a study with the overarching objective to investigate the cargo movement in the different zones of the city, thus looking at demand and how companies are engaging in these activities in each zone and on each street. Today, the logistics activities are disorganised and no comprehensive strategy has yet been formulated to address the topic. Furthermore, work is on the way to develop a more detailed plan on how several clusters (i.e. UCCs) could be developed throughout the identified problem zones which would further improve the structure and organisation of the cargo flows. Prevalent logistics plans of the city intend to centralise the cargo flows so that larger vehicles are concentrated to a specialised infrastructure (consolidation hubs), however, although this happens to some extent, it is not coordinated from the policy side, and as a consequence, urban freight remains largely unstructured.

B. The cargo cycle and the complex urban freight puzzle

Given the challenges faced in urban Bogotá today, the cargo cycle appears as a viable part of a holistic solution towards a more sustainable urban habitat. It might also be argued that cargo bikes could actually be included in the forthcoming strategies for urban delivery. The “European way” of developing the cargo bike concept is admired, however, a platform such as ECLF does not exist in Colombia (Jallow & Johansson, 2015). The cargo bike has always been an important piece of the Bogotá landscape, but despite this, it is not included in any policy considerations. Indeed, the cargo cycle is not a new thing, it is deeply imbedded in the society, basically, in the lower income segments, and it makes up a vital part of the informal sector of the society. Nevertheless, although there are hurdles to overcome, many believe that the cargo bike could be a viable solution for tackling some of the problems related to contemporary urban transport. From a technical point of view the concept is already feasible, however, since it has never really been considered, the norms or rules regarding the concept are not clear.

As of today, there is no policy that encourages any firm to actually use the cargo bike, and although there are some large firms in which cargo bikes from part of the vehicle fleet (see first picture, on the cover in this Bulletin), the concept has not expanded in any other formal way (Jallow & Johansson, 2015). In order to push this type of modal change, the importance of stakeholder coordination is crucial. The cargo bike is being used informally, but to turn it in to a viable solution to tackle the negative externalities in urban Bogotá, stakeholder coordination is crucial. Given the complexity and fast growth of urban Bogotá, policy-makers are forced to look for new and innovative ideas, where the cargo bike is truly a realistic option, particularly given the complex distribution system and that the growth-related problems have become more acute.

Most probably, it is in areas where loading and unloading is complicated due to accessibility issues where the cargo bike has the most potential. Currently, there are various areas in Bogotá that are restricted only to pedestrians and/or bikes (plausibly also cargo bikes), and additionally, the city has initiated the construction of around 45 km of safe pedestrian streets (planned to be finished in 2017). These areas are strongly linked to commercial activities, thus, distribution will have to be reorganised in order to gain accessibility (Jallow & Johansson, 2015).

C. Challenges to the proliferation of the cargo cycle

Many stakeholders in Bogotá agree that the cargo bike is not well perceived in Colombia, and that, in part, the mindset of the civil-society and the private sector is currently hindering the diffusion of the concept to reach the formal sector. Such mind-sets create significant obstacles to the proliferation of new sustainable ideas, and even more so for the cargo bike concept. Having a car is much related to social status and success the contrary is true for bicycles. A main challenge is therefore the perception held by individuals on all levels of society, and it is consequently a crucial issue to address. People refer to the cargo bike as something that belongs to the past, something that will hinder them to advance and of low economic power. Using a cargo bike generates a vision amongst the people that a company is of low standard and without funds for investment in “modern” technology. A similar perception is present at the political level, where cycling and especially cargo bikes are considered as very ‘Third World’. This situation also creates a certain reluctance and disinterest to regulate and promote this form of transport. Mr. Jaime Ortiz, one of the co-founders of the Ciclovía3 in Bogotá summarise this by concluding: “…the use of bicycles for cargo is a very important piece that nobody sees. And since policy-makers do not see them, they do not design

---

3 Initiated in the early 1970s, Ciclovía is an urban bike-path closed to motorized traffic that has been replicated to hundreds of cities in America, as well as globally.
for them”. In connection to the aforementioned, the institutional capacity is a much present obstacle to the successful implementation of new innovative ideas related to urban freight. Not many people are dedicated to this matter nor is there much knowledge on urban freight on the local level. There is also a rather weak political will to engage is such measures, hence the difficulty to take on and implement new ideas in an adequate manner (Jallow & Johansson, 2015).

Furthermore, although infrastructure and road safety are continuously occurring aspects in many developing world settings, it is not perceived as the main obstacle to the successful proliferation of the cargo cycle. Improvements are much warranted for, however, the infrastructure is there. As to road safety, given the fact that the amount of motorised vehicles has increased in urban Bogotá in recent years, especially so motorcycles, traffic accidents leading to fatalities or injuries have decreased conjunctly with the increased congestion, and hence, the lower velocity. Indeed, although regular bikers are subject to dangers when cruising urban Bogotá, the cargo bike, just as the so called bike-taxis, operate with lower velocity and occupy more road space, and thus, the perception as the safety issues are not as much of a concern for cargo bikes as for regular bikers. Many current cargo bike drivers are in unison with this perception (Jallow & Johansson, 2015).

D. The viability of the cargo bike in Bogotá

Since motorisation is seen as a natural step in economic development that shows prosperity and social status, the cargo bike is subject to unfair judgement. The perception of the cargo bike as belonging to the lower income segments is deeply rooted in the society and if aiming to “leap-frog” a “natural” step in a country’s economic development, i.e. increased motorisation, much convincing and changes of attitudes have to be done in order to change the mind-set of the people.

Looking beyond this, there are various factors which in fact favour commercial cycle logistics. Given the vast amount of nano-stores (up to 140,000) and over 100,000 distribution locations that need to be catered for, a partial modal change to cargo cycles seems as a sensible alternative to mitigate some of the city’s current problems. Moreover, the “single owner-single store issue”, gives rise to logistical bottlenecks/ logistical disorder in an already alarmingly congested urban setting, which is implied by the smaller volumes that need to be delivered frequently to a great number of customer nodes in the distribution network.

In terms of passenger transport, much progress has already been made however; urban freight transport is lagging behind. While discussions on shifting from motorised vehicles (in some parts of the urban area in Bogotá) to more sustainable means of mobility are appearing, this has yet to materialise. Since the idea of cargo cycling has not been brought into policy discussions so far, it remains to be included in any policy, decision-making or development process, as it continues to be an unregulated and informal logistics activity.

According to Taniguchi & Thompson (2015) the pillars of sustainability, mobility, and liveability are crucial in regard to sustainable urban transport, and therefore, apart from acknowledging the cargo cycle as a viable option to curb issues related to urban congestion and pollution, it is important that the policy-actors strive to stimulate private actors to embark on the modal change. Accordingly, it is crucial to raise the awareness regarding cycle logistics amongst the relevant stakeholders. Notwithstanding, the concept should also be regulated, formalised and included in the logistical plans of the city in a similar way as other means of transport, e.g. motorcycles. Since Bogotá is still at an early stage of exploring urban freight policies, the city is also still investigating how to address last-mile logistics. As such, it seems opportune to start considering freight cycling seriously in order to be able to leap-frog into more sustainable means of transport and avoid the mistakes done in many parts of the developed world. A positive indication in this endeavour is the already ongoing process of formalising bike-taxis, which reflects the political will to address non-traditional aspects of urban mobility, although much related to passenger transport.

Despite the hitherto mentioned opportunities, institutional, political and cultural barriers, as well as practical and technological barriers should not be underestimated. Lastly, the lack of technological know-how and expertise (especially within the public domain) regarding urban freight in general provides another obstacle to successful implementation of a sustainable urban freight and logistics system in general and the cargo cycle concept in particular in Bogotá. The most commonly encountered perception is that private firms will not by themselves embark on a modal shift unless they perceive tangible benefits and/or are properly incentivised to do so. This is particularly true as private actors tend to prioritise economic interests over environmental and social concerns (Russo & Comi, 2012).

A conclusion drawn from both the European and Colombian setting is that the rationale for using freight cycles is not strongly tied to the green credentials (although it adds substantial good-will to the brand) which the concept generates, nor a result of policy interventions, but rather the ability to increase efficiency and decrease cost. Consequently, a sensible approach to convincing the private sector could involve the provision
of clear and unambiguous evidence that freight cycles are in fact more economically viable than the poorly utilised and inefficiently operating motorised alternatives.

With that being said, given the lack of policy intervention regarding urban freight on a global level (Savy, 2012; UNHABITAT, 2013), a lesson learned from Bogotá is that policy-makers are too concerned with the replication of other good practices, most of which relate to public transportation, to actually recognise the existing resources that are at their disposal in the local context which remain completely unutilised, with the cargo cycle being perhaps the most notable example. In addition to the above mentioned barriers, and congruent with Russo & Comi (2012), public-private conflicts of interest seem inevitable also in the Bogotá setting. Nevertheless, there are actions at hand that could not only make the cargo cycle a feasible option for urban last-mile delivery, but also make private operators more competitive and help create a more sustainable and liveable urban environment.

Since the cycles already operate in the city, what needs to be imported from Europe is principally the technical know-how and the expertise required to effectively manage the entire logistics system. Technological capabilities are important barriers to overcome in order to formulate long-term strategic plans for sustainable urban transport (Macário & Marques, 2008). This implies that if aiming to successfully implement a new measure, such as the cargo cycle concept, in an institutionally distant setting, the prerequisite for success is the proper understanding of how knowledge is actually transferred.

V. Policy interventions: how do they apply in a developing city context?

To achieve a more sustainable urban freight transport system, it is imperative to push private-public collaboration (Allen & Brown, 2012). As with any other new project or idea, the initial step is to convince a company to conduct a pilot study to assess the practice’s potential in the given context – this is how the concept picked up momentum in Europe, and it seems reasonable for Bogotá and other Latin American cities to follow in this chronological order. Moreover, by stimulating the formation and bolstering the use of platforms where actors can interact and where “due process” is exercised, a foundation for the future introduction of measures and solutions can be laid. The limited capacity and speed for transport in the more historic districts of the city favour agile means of transport such as freight cycles. Nevertheless, supporting infrastructure such as UCCs or fixed depots are needed in order to take urban freight and its elements to the next level. Notwithstanding, cargo cycling is not the holistic solution that will solve all issues related to urban development, but merely an important initial piece to the sustainable transition of a greater urban puzzle.

Below, some policy recommendations are outlined which aim at stimulating urban freight and logistics as well as the adoption of commercial freight cycling; however, although they are developed with cargo cycles in mind, they could plausibly also be extended to other sustainable means of transport and serve as guidelines for cities throughout the Latin American region.

City-logistics plans: First and foremost, urban freight must be included in municipal-level plans. Currently, long-term plans are not common on the local level. Combined with insufficient coordination and planning, there is an important need to create a freight plan that serves as a fundament for urban freight development.

Context-specific urban freight studies: As previously mentioned, data and information on urban freight in developing countries is rather scarce. The conduction of context-specific freight studies are crucial to lay the ground for solid, effective freight policies, as well as to gain a complete picture of urban freight in the city (number of vehicles, deliveries, specific characteristics of such deliveries etc.). This could also help the private sector to plan and be pre-emptive in the process.

Foster stakeholder interaction: The development of logistics platforms which encourage stakeholder interaction is another aspect that is a prerequisite for the sustainable development of urban freight; it is crucial that both private and public sphere understand the urban freight system. Moreover, other actors, such as academia and other non-state actors should also be included. One way of pushing such interaction is to create forums that allows the fostering of dialogues between the relevant stakeholders. Policymakers should take a leading role in this development.

Financing of custom-made pilot projects: The launch of custom-made pilots in the complex urban context is an important step, however, such initiatives often require financial support, from both local authorities and state government. This is a crucial aspect in the order to push innovation given the difficulties to find funding for innovative solutions. In this context, European pilot projects serve as good points of departure.

Logistics infrastructure: Given the lack of urban space there is a need to formulate inclusive plans on land-use. Although there is talk under way on e.g. UCC development, no rigid plan exists that cover commercial freight aspects that takes the public interest into consideration.
Additional measures: Various incentives are at hand that could help to push private entities in the direction of more sustainable freight and logistics operation. Regulations on freight emissions could also be applicable, this since private entities are driven by economic incentives, and if targeting freight emissions to tackle the negative externalities from urban freight vehicles, private companies would find it economically viable to look for alternative modes of transport. Incentives should also be evaluated and strengthened to phase out the old vehicle fleet. Other incentives could, e.g. via the Ministry of Transport, provide tax incentives that support imports of more refined and sophisticated cargo cycles.
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